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Maribyrnong Swifts FC
Disciplinary Procedure

 

Inappropriate Behavior

“Inappropriate Behavior” for the purposes of this document is defined as any behavior that 
is in conflict to the Maribyrnong Swifts code of conduct, club vision or values, or has the 
ability to damage the reputation of the club. Behavior that jeopardizes the club's 
reputation; regardless of location, or even by association, is considered inappropriate. This 
include any events that the Club participates in, whether official or on an informal basis, or 
activities that the Club organizes. For example, training sessions, home and away 
matches and social functions.

Disciplinary Procedure

The procedure aims to ensure that if feedback regarding discipline is received, a person 
has the opportunity to explain the circumstances, and that the process is fair and just to all 
parties involved.

Any incident should be reported directly to an executive committee member immediately. 
An executive committee member is one of the following: President, Vice-President, 
Secretary or Treasurer. The committee will then convene to investigate the matter and 
decide on an appropriate course of an action.

In order to work effectively, the disciplinary process needs to be initiated immediately. 
From reporting the incident to the individual receiving notification of corrective actions 
should be completed in seven days maximum.

1.Reporting the Incident

1.1 If any member of the Maribyrnong Swifts community witnesses behavior that is in 
direct conflict to the code of conduct, club vision or values, this should be reported 
immediately to the MSFC executive committee.

1.2 If an executive committee member is involved in the incident, they will not be involved 
in the investigation.

2. Investigation of the Incident

2.1 The executive committee should then discuss the situation with the person(s) who 
reported the incident. The purpose of this discussion is to understand the background of 
the incident and to determine if other people were involved.
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2.2 The executive committee will then need to talk to relevant person(s) involved, gather 
all information surrounding the incident.

2.3 All conversations and information must be documented in writing.

2.4 If the person is a child, she or he should bring a parent or guardian to this meeting.

3. Disciplinary Actions and Conclusions

3.1 After speaking to people involved individually the committee will meet to list what 
issues have arisen from the incident that need to be addressed. Acknowledge positives 
and negatives that happened.

3.2 The executive committee will meet with the involved parties and deliver the overall 
assessment of the incident with the aim of getting all parties to agree the conclusion. If 
anyone does not agree with the assessment then further group negotiation is required until 
a conclusion is reached or failing that the committee will decide the final conclusion.

3.3 The executive committee should then discuss and decide appropriate disciplinary 
options. The impact of the disciplinary action on the individual should match the severity of 
the inappropriate behavior, be appropriate to the nature of their misconduct and take into 
account their history. Repeated occurrences of misconduct should see an escalation in the 
nature of the disciplinary actions. Final warnings are not required, but may be useful.

4. Remedial Actions and Conclusions

4.1 The executive committee should then discuss and decide appropriate remedial 
options.The incident may have had an impact on another person or club. There may also 
be some proactive things that could be done to prevent a similar occurrence in the future. 
This is where the executive committee can make recommendations to help the individual.

4.2 The executive committee should consider what action will be taken if the individual 
refuses to complete the disciplinary and remedial actions.

4.3 Appropriate external professional counseling may be required to resolve the incident or 
to provide ongoing support to those individuals negatively affected or traumatized by the 
incident. MSFC can financially contribute to the costs associated with this support.

5. Definition: Disciplinary and remedial actions (appendix?)

5.1 Disciplinary and remedial actions are classified into three “Level” categories being 
Level 1, 2 and 3.

Level 1:
• written apologies. 
• verbal apologies between the parties involved. 
• Week/s providing assistance to a coach from another team in the club. 
• Playing a more active role in team support. Eg: setting up early on all game days. 
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Level 2: 
• Suspension from club activities for a period of time to be negotiated with the 

executive committee. 
• Training suspension (1 day or more). 
• Playing suspension, but spectating expected (1 day or more). 
• Playing suspension, spectating not allowed (1 day or more). 
• Individual paying player fines related to the incident. 
• Individual playing a more active role in fundraising until player fines related to the 

incident have 
been paid. 

Level 3: 
• Termination of MSFC club membership. 

5.2 Immediate termination of membership

In extreme circumstances, immediate termination of membership maybe required. This 
should only be considered where irreconcilable differences exist between members, or 
where the misconduct has been so severe as to create irreparable damage. 

5.2 Any illegal behavior or behavior that is beyond the management and responsibility of 
MSFC executive committee will be reported to the Victorian Police. 

6. Payment of FFV Fines 

6.1 Maribyrnong Swifts FC expects players to be responsible for their own behavior. In the 
event that a fine is received for a red card/individual misconduct in game play, the club will 
expect players to contribute to the payment of the fine; this may be achieved through 
fundraising. 

6.2 The club will be guided by the Football Federation of Victoria GRIEVANCE 
DISCIPLINARY AND TRIBUNAL BY-LAW in the implementation of its disciplinary 
procedure.
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http://www.footballfedvic.com.au/fileadmin/user_upload/Discipline/GDT_and_Regional_By-Laws/2012_GDT_By-Law_FINAL__approved_.pdf
http://www.footballfedvic.com.au/fileadmin/user_upload/Discipline/GDT_and_Regional_By-Laws/2012_GDT_By-Law_FINAL__approved_.pdf
http://www.footballfedvic.com.au/fileadmin/user_upload/Discipline/GDT_and_Regional_By-Laws/2012_GDT_By-Law_FINAL__approved_.pdf
http://www.footballfedvic.com.au/fileadmin/user_upload/Discipline/GDT_and_Regional_By-Laws/2012_GDT_By-Law_FINAL__approved_.pdf

